ESG Youth: Harmony 2020
The opening ceremony for the ESG Youth: Harmony 2020 was held on Sunday, November 29, 2020 on Zoom
platform. The event comprised of the hosts addressing the participants about the idea and purpose of ESG
Youth and how it was carried out through diligent effort and coordination despite the current situation. Schools
from all over India who were participating in the event were briefed about their respective events. Esteemed
guest speakers like Ria Sen from United Nations were invited to inspire and motivate the children .The dance
team of DPS Gurgaon presented a mesmerizing and entertaining program.
Youth Entrepreneurship Competition was held on 30/11/2020.
tGELF JA India organised a, “lead company of the year” competition in collaboration with JA USA whose aim
was to create entrepreneurial mindset and work readiness in the youth of today.
Our school was represented by Aman Yadav, Aarushi Agarwal, Himani Dhingra and Trisha Sengupta. It was a
national competition in which 12 teams across the nation including ours were selected. Each team presented a
fabulous idea. Judges from different fields were invited for a thrilling grill session in the question answer round.
The final winner of the competition was Shri Ram School, Moulsari.

The judgment of the entries for the Reel to Real event was conducted on Tuesday, December 1, 2020. Delhi
Public School Gurgaon was represented by Aadi Badola, Tapasmi Ray Chaudhuri, Pranav Jain.
The judges, Raja Chaudhary and Udit Nangia were well-trained professionals in the fields of film making. The
entries of the participants were presented to the judges followed by a short oral presentation by the makers of
the entry to provide more insight to the judges regarding the making of the film. After the oral presentation, the
judges provided their input, asked questions regarding the movie making process and gave valuable critiques of
the presented movies. All the entries of the participants were shown to judges. Adequate time was given for
feedback despite the event being conducted in a limited time-frame. All the talented film makers were
commended by the judges on their movies presented and were given advice on how to hone their talents further
in the future.

The closing ceremony for the ESG Youth: Harmony 2020 was held on Sunday, December 6, 2020. The event
declared the winners competitions, that is, Reel to Real – A creative motion picture competition, Youth Leader
– A programme to identify talent in ethical and altruistic leadership among students and Magic with Colours –
An art competition to investigate the challenges faced by humanity and propose possible solutions.
The ceremony was attended by over 180 people which included participants of the events from schools all over
India. They showed the works of all the talented winners who won in their respective competitions. We were
also shown a video of a wonderful singing performance by the students of Delhi Public School, Gurgaon.
The event was well managed and a great experience overall. It commenced and concluded all within the given
timings while providing good entertainment and included the results of different competitions. DPS Sector-45
bagged II runners up prize in Reel to Real completion and I Runners up prize in magic with colours .The host of
the event was entertaining, encouraging and congratulating to all the participants.

